7-9 November 2019
Chair of Ukrainian Studies
University of Ottawa, Canada
Desmarais Hall 12102

SPONSORED BY THE WOLODYMYR GEORGE DANYLIW FOUNDATION SELECTION COMMITTEE DOMINIQUE AREL
(Chair of Ukrainian Studies) ANNA COLIN LEBEDEV (France) MAYHILL FOWLER (US) DARIA MATTINGLY (UK)
OXANA SHEVEL (US) IOULIA SHUKAN (France) THE CHAIR ALSO THANKS L’ÉCOLE D’ÉTUDES POLITIQUES/
THE SCHOOL OF POLITICAL STUDIES, AND THE FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES FOR THEIR SUPPORT.
Thursday 7 November

THE HOLOCAUST IN UKRAINE: PERPETRATION AND RESCUE

9.00 - 10.30 AM

MODERATORS: DARIA MATTINGLY (U of Cambridge, UK, dm628@cam.ac.uk) AND MAYHILL FOWLER (Stetson U, US, mowler1974@gmail.com)

MARTA HAVRYSHKO (Krypiakevych Institute, Ukraine, havryshko@gmail.com)
- Local Perpetrators of Sexual Assaults against Jewish Women during the Holocaust in Ukraine

RAISA OSTAPENKO (Sorbonne U, France, raisa.s.ostapenko@gmail.com)
- To Risk One’s Life for Another: The Moral Psychology behind Rescuing Jews during the Holocaust in Occupied Ukraine

Coffee Break

CIVIL SOCIETY DURING THE CRIMEAN ANNEXATION AND THE DONBAS WAR

11.00 AM - 12.30 PM

MODERATOR: IOULIA SHUKAN (U Paris Nanterre, Fr., ioulia.shukan@gmail.com)
DISCUSSANT: NATALIA STEPANIUK (U of Ottawa, Canada, natalia.stepaniuk@gmail.com)

ELMIRA MURATLOVA (Taurida National U, Crimea, Ukraine, murelmira@gmail.com)
- Gender in Crisis: Women and “Crimean Solidarity” during the 2014 Annexation

OLENA ANDRIUSHCHENKO (Open TV, Dnipro, Ukraine, anlena05@gmail.com)
NICK KUPENSKY (US Air Force Academy, nick.kupensky@gmail.com)
- The Outpost of Ukraine: The Role of Dnipro in the War in Donbas

12.30 - 1.30 PM

Lunch Break
NEW METHODS IN THE STUDY OF THE RUSSIA-UKRAINE CONFLICT

1.30 - 3.15 PM

MODERATORS: **OXANA SHEVEL** (Tufts U, US, oxana.shevel@tufts.edu) AND **DOMINIQUE AREL** (U of Ottawa, Canada, darel@uottawa.ca)

**JAKOB HAUTER** (U College London, UK, jakob.hauter@bath.edu)
- How the War Began: Process Tracing, Open Source Intelligence Analysis and Conflict Escalation in the Donbas

**KHRYSTYNA HOLYNSKA**
(Kyiv School of Economics, Ukraine, cholynska@kse.org.ua)

**STEPHAN DE SPIEGELEIRE**
(The Hague Centre for Strategic Studies, Netherlands, sdspieg@gmail.com)
- The RuBase Project: A New Tool to Study Russia’s Coercion towards Ukraine

*Coffee Break*

THE FACTS OF LIFE IN DONBAS

3.45 - 4.30 PM

MODERATOR: **IOULIA SHUKAN** (U Paris Nanterre, Fr., ioulia.shukan@gmail.com)

**OKSANA MIKHEIEVA** (Ukrainian Catholic U, Ukraine, mikheieva@ucu.edu.ua)
- The Impact of the Non-Recognition by Ukraine of Civil Documents in the Donbas Uncontrolled Territories

UKRAINIAN STUDIES IN NORTH AMERICA, 1960S-1980S: A CONVERSATION WITH PAUL ROBERT MAGOSCI

4.30 - 5.30 PM

MODERATOR: **DOMINIQUE AREL** (U of Ottawa, Canada, darel@uottawa.ca)

**PAUL ROBERT MAGOCSCI** (U of Toronto, Canada)
- AUTHOR OF On Becoming a Ukrainianist

*Short Break*

5:45 - 7:00 PM

A conversation on the origins of the Foundation and the evolution of the Danyliw Seminar in the past 15 years

MODERATOR: DOMINIQUE AREL

PARTICIPANTS: MAYHILL FOWLER DARIA MATTINGLY OXANA SHEVEL IOULIA SHUKAN

GUEST: ANDREW DANYLIW (Director, Danyliw Foundation, Toronto)
Friday 8 November

NEW ARCHIVAL EVIDENCE ON MASS VIOLENCE IN UKRAINIAN HISTORY

9.00 - 9.45 AM

MODERATOR: DARIA MATTINGLY (U of Cambridge, UK, dm628@cam.ac.uk)

ARTEM KHARCHENKO
(Center for Interethnic Relations, Ukraine, 81archi19@gmail.com)
- Educators and Inmates: Orphanages in Soviet Ukraine during the Holodomor

9.45 - 10.30 AM

MODERATOR: MAYHILL FOWLER (Stetson U, US, mfowler1974@gmail.com)

ANDRIY KOHUT
(Director, SBU State Archive, Ukraine, andriy@kohut.in.ua)
- Operation “Zapad” (“West”): The Forcible Deportations of Ukrainians as an Instrument of Soviet Counterinsurgency

Coffee Break

RESEARCHING THE HOLODOMOR: A CONVERSATION WITH ANNE APPLEBAUM

11.00 AM - 12.30 PM

MODERATORS:
DARIA MATTINGLY (U of Cambridge, UK, dm628@cam.ac.uk)
AND MAYHILL FOWLER (Stetson U, US, mfowler1974@gmail.com)

ANNE APPLEBAUM (LSE, UK/Washington Post)
- AUTHOR OF Red Famine—Stalin’s War on Ukraine

Lunch
### CHRONICLING MAIDAN AND THE DONBAS WAR: A CONVERSATION WITH MYCHAILO WYNNYCKYJ

**1.30 - 3.00 PM**

**MODERATORS:**
- **IOULIA SHUKAN** (U Paris Nanterre, Fr., ioulia.shukan@gmail.com)
- **DOMINIQUE AREL** (U of Ottawa, Canada, darel@uottawa.ca)

**MYCHAILO WYNNYCKYJ** (U Kyïv Mohyla Academy, mychailo@ukma.edu.ua)
- **AUTHOR OF** *Ukraine’s Maidan, Russia’s War: A Chronicle and Analysis of the Revolution of Dignity*

---

### Coffee Break

---

### HISTORICAL MEMORY IN EASTERN UKRAINE SINCE MAIDAN

**3.30 - 5.00 PM**

**MODERATOR:** **OXANA SHEVEL**
(Tufts U, US, oxana.shevel@tufts.edu)

**URSULA WOOLLEY** (U College London, UK, ursula.woolley.16@ucl.ac.uk)
- **Dnipro(petrov’sk): Discourses of Public History and Historical Politics (2012-2019)**

**IULIIA SKUBYTSKA** (Internews Ukraine, iuliiask@sas.upenn.edu)
- **Defending the Right to Remember: Eastern Ukrainians and the Politics of De-Communization**
Saturday 9 November

HISTORY AND CULTURE IN SOVIET UKRAINE

9.00 - 9.45 AM

MODERATOR: MAYHILL FOWLER (Stetson U, US, mfowler1974@gmail.com)

NATALIiA OTRISHCHENKO
(Center for Urban History, Ukraine, n.otrishchenko@lvivcenter.org)
• Architects and the Visions of Urban Development in Late Soviet Lviv

9.45 - 10.30 AM

MODERATOR: DARIAl MATTINGLY (U of Cambridge, UK, dm628@cam.ac.uk)

MAYHILL FOWLER (Stetson U, US, mfowler1974@gmail.com)
• Soviet Ghosts: The Former Theater of the Soviet Army in Lviv and Post-Socialism as a Crisis of Infrastructure

Coffee Break

THE COLD WAR AND THE UKRAINIAN DIASPORA

11.00 AM - 12.30 PM

MODERATORS: IOULIA SHUKAN (U Paris Nanterre, Fr., ioulia.shukan@gmail.com) AND OXANA SHEVEL (Tufts U, US, oxana.shevel@tufts.edu)

MARKIAN DOBCZANSKY (Columbia U, US, markian.dobczansky@gmail.com)
• Cold War and the Fate of Ukrainian Culture

SIMONE BELLEZZA (U of Naples, Italy, sabellezza@gmail.com)
• The Formation of a Transnational Diasporic Belonging in the Ukrainian Emigration

Lunch
SOCIETAL CHANGE

1.30 - 2.15 PM

MODERATOR: DOMINIQUE AREL (U of Ottawa, Canada, darel@uottawa.ca)

ANNA VOZNA (U of British Columbia, Canada, annavozna@email.arizona.edu)
- Reasons for Success and Failure of the Revitalization of Ukrainian in Eastern Ukraine

2.15 - 3.00 PM

MODERATOR: OXANA SHEVEL
(Tufts U, US, oxana.shevel@tufts.edu)
DISCUSSANT: OLEH HAVRYLYSHYN
(Carleton U, Canada, olehhavrylyshyn@cunet.carleton.ca)

OKSANA HUSS (Leiden U, Netherlands, oksanahuss@gmail.com)
- Civil Society against Corruption in Ukraine